Amendment 97
Anneleen Van Bossuyt, Catherine Stihler
on behalf of the Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection

Report
Axel Voss
Copyright in the Digital Single Market

Proposal for a directive
Recital 38 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

(38a) For the implementation of such measures, the cooperation between information society service providers and rightholders is essential. Rightholders should accurately identify to information society service providers the works or other subject-matter in respect of which they claim to have the copyright. Rightholders should retain responsibility for claims made by third parties over the use of works which they would have identified as being their own in the implementation of any agreement reached with the information society service provider.
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Amendment 98
Anneleen Van Bossuyt, Catherine Stihler
on behalf of the Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection

Report
Axel Voss
Copyright in the Digital Single Market

Proposal for a directive
Recital 39

Text proposed by the Commission

(39) Collaboration between information society service providers storing and providing access to the public to large amounts of copyright protected works or other subject-matter uploaded by their users and rightholders is essential for the functioning of technologies, such as content recognition technologies. In such cases, rightholders should provide the necessary data to allow the services to identify their content and the services should be transparent towards rightholders with regard to the deployed technologies, to allow the assessment of their appropriateness. The services should in particular provide rightholders with information on the type of technologies used, the way they are operated and their success rate for the recognition of rightholders’ content. Those technologies should also allow rightholders to get information from the information society service providers on the use of their content covered by an agreement.
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Amendment 99
Anneleen Van Bossuyt, Catherine Stihler
on behalf of the Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection

Report  A8-0245/2018
Axel Voss
Copyright in the Digital Single Market

Proposal for a directive
Title IV – Chapter 2 – title

Text proposed by the Commission  Amendment
Certain uses of protected content by online services  Certain uses of protected content online
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Amendment 100
Anneleen Van Bossuyt, Catherine Stihler
on behalf of the Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection

Report
Axel Voss
Copyright in the Digital Single Market

Proposal for a directive
Article 13 – title

Text proposed by the Commission
Use of protected content by information society service providers storing and giving access to large amounts of works and other subject-matter uploaded by their users

Amendment
Use of protected content by information society service providers storing and giving access to large amounts of works and other subject-matter
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Amendment 101
Anneleen Van Bossuyt, Catherine Stihler
on behalf of the Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection

Report
Axel Voss
Copyright in the Digital Single Market

Proposal for a directive
Article 13 – paragraph 1

Text proposed by the Commission

1. Information society service providers that store and provide to the public access to large amounts of works or other subject-matter uploaded by their users shall, in cooperation with rightholders, take measures to ensure the functioning of agreements concluded with rightholders for the use of their works or other subject-matter or to prevent the availability on their services of works or other subject-matter identified by rightholders through the cooperation with the service providers. Those measures, such as the use of effective content recognition technologies, shall be appropriate and proportionate. The service providers shall provide rightholders with adequate information on the functioning and the deployment of the measures, as well as, when relevant, adequate reporting on the recognition and use of the works and other subject-matter.

Amendment

1. Where information society service providers offer users content storage services and provide the public with access to content and where such activity is not eligible for the liability exemptions provided for in Directive 2000/31/EC, they shall take appropriate and proportionate measures to ensure the functioning of licensing agreements concluded with rightholders. The implementation of such agreements shall respect the fundamental rights of users and shall not impose a general obligation on information society service providers to monitor the information which they transmit or store, in accordance with Article 15 of Directive 2000/31/EC.